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A Flexible Distributed Infrastructure for Real-Time Co-Simulations in Smart Grids

Lorenzo Bottaccioli, Abouzar Estebsari, Enrico Pons, Ettore Bompard, Enrico Macii, Edoardo Patti and Andrea Acquaviva.

Abstract—Due to the increasing penetration of distributed generation, storage, electric vehicles and new ICT technologies, distribution networks are evolving towards the Smart Grid paradigm. For this reason, new control strategies, algorithms and technologies need to be tested and validated before their actual field implementation. In this paper we present a novel modular distributed infrastructure, based on real-time simulation, for multi-purpose Smart Grid studies. The different components of the infrastructure are described and the system is applied to a case study based on a real urban district located in northern Italy. The presented infrastructure is shown to be flexible and useful for different and multi-disciplinary Smart Grid studies.

Index Terms—Co-simulation, distributed infrastructure, photovoltaic, Smart Grid, real-time simulation, renewable energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many countries worldwide are providing incentives for the connection to electricity networks of low-carbon and sustainable generation technologies, in particular photovoltaic (PV) systems, especially following the Kyoto protocol [1]. These renewable and sustainable generation technologies are often connected to electricity distribution networks in the form of distributed generation (DG), at the low voltage (LV) or medium voltage (MV) level.

The introduction of DG, which can be based on renewable or on conventional sources, substantially modifies the operation of electricity networks: the direction of power flows in the MV lines and even in high voltage/medium voltage (HV/MV) transformers can be reversed, voltage profiles are modified, fault management is affected [2], [3], etc.

In addition to this, electric vehicles are also forecasted to become widespread in the near future, modifying the consumption patterns in the networks and providing possible services to Distribution System Operators (DSOs) for network management [4]. Also stationary storage is becoming economically convenient and is being tested in some pilot networks by DSOs.

Moreover, DSOs are also enhancing the ICT (Information Communication Technologies) layer used to monitor and control distribution networks.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the proposed distributed infrastructure for real-time co-simulations in smart grids

For all these reasons, distribution networks need to become Smart and new control strategies, algorithms and technologies need to be tested and validated before their implementation and installation in real systems.

In this paper, we present a novel, multi-purpose, distributed infrastructure for real-time simulations in Smart Grid scenarios. This tool is modular and is constituted by six main blocks, as depicted in Figure 1, but could be extended in the future. The core of the infrastructure is a real-time simulator, which can simulate the network behaviour. Through a Communication Adapter, the real-time simulator is interconnected to external modules which provide different functionalities, e.g. the simulation of generation, loads, algorithms and the possibility to interconnect physical devices or systems. All these modules will be deeply described in Section III.

The main advantage of the implemented infrastructure is its capability to simulate new systems, which are different from a previous test in terms of input data or type of model, with a minimum effort. Any changes in the input data of the modules (i.e. new consumption profiles; new grid; or new generation scenario) as well as changes in the type or conceptual model of a module (e.g. new prosumer behaviour model; other types of generators, such as PV, wind, fuel cells; and new control and management algorithms) require a minimum effort to be implemented without creating the entire simulation model from scratch. In addition, the proposed infrastructure enables to study the interoperability among different use-cases in a plug-play fashion. Finally, the proposed solution can integrate Smart Metering Architecture to exploit (near-) real-time data.
collected from the field to co-simulate different smart energy strategies with real information. These are the strengths of the proposed solution: the platform is flexible and open to include, replace, or enhance the modules for any new use cases/scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews most relevant literature solutions. Section III introduces the methodology and the main actors (see Figure 1) we identified for co-simulations in Smart Grids. Following this methodology, we developed the proposed distributed infrastructure that is presented in Section IV. Section V shows possible applications and demonstrates the usefulness of the proposed tool thanks to an application example. The case study and the experimental results are focused on the distributed control of storages connected to the distribution grid. Finally, Section VI discusses concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

Smart Grids are complex systems where different entities cooperate by exchanging heterogeneous information. In this view, Bompard et al. [5] theoretically conceive a multi-layer system with: i) a Physical layer for including hardware components to monitor and manage the grid; ii) a Cyber layer for defining information flows and managing operations and market-related data-set; iii) a Social layer for including unpredictable performances due to actors that play in power system scenario (i.e. users, prosumers and system operators); and iv) an Environment layer for integrating natural phenomena that affects the previous layers.

In [6], authors present INSPIRE, a co-simulation framework for evaluating real-time power systems tougher with ICT. It is based on both the IEC 61850 standard and the IEC 61968/61970 common information model. Thus, INSPIRE simulates the interactions between the Physical layer and Cyber layer.

Yang et al. [7] propose a co-simulation environment for HIL/SIL (Hardware-in-the-loop/Software-in-the-loop) validations of distributed controls in Smart Grid. They designed the controls by exploiting a model-driven approach using the IEC 61499 standard. Controllers are developed in MATLAB/Simulink and communicate with power plants models through UDP (User Datagram Protocol) and TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) sockets to build closed-loop models. Authors highlight that a co-simulation approach is extremely useful in the context of distributed automation.

In [8], authors present a specific HIL/SIL co-simulation platform to verify the performance of a volt-VAR optimization engine for smart distribution networks. In its core, it integrates a real-time simulator for distribution networks with physical devices for Measurement & Control. For message exchanges in the platform, they implemented both IEC 61850 MMS and GOOSE protocols.

Another example of multi-layer co-simulation platform for complex-system analysis is presented in our previous works [9], [10]. This solution is devoted only to evaluate the impacts of photovoltaic (PV) distributed generation systems, especially in densely populated urban areas. It implements Physical, Cyber and Environmental layers.

MOSAIK [11]–[13] is a flexible architecture consisting of four layers for managing control strategies, scenario specifications and simulation models exploiting semantic knowledge. In particular, to perform power-flow analysis in a smart grid scenario, [13] integrates a co-simulation between the software PowerFactory with their model (in Matlab) for both PV and Load generations. GRIDspice [14] is a distributed simulation platform that integrates existing simulation software for power generation and distribution (i.e. MATPOWER and Gridlab-D). Furthermore, GRIDspice exploits a cloud-based architecture that allows the parallelization of large simulation jobs. SGsim [15] integrates two tools for simulating both power and communication flows to co-simulate smart grid applications, such as Conservation Voltage Reduction. The three co-simulation tools MOSAIK, GRIDspice and SGsim offer a flexible and scalable simulation framework but limited to SIL, without the possibility of HIL. Furthermore, they do not provide real-time features for short-transient phenomena.

In [16] the authors presents a co-simulation testbed for microgrids. They integrate a RTS with a communication emulator in order to test control algorithms for micro-grid.

In the framework of smart grids real-time simulation, ENEL, the biggest Italian utility, is running test and validation projects in some of its smart grids laboratories. POI P3 Smart Grid project is an example of these activities [17], with the purpose of testing new techniques for voltage regulation through SCADA and DMS. All devices and systems in this project communicate only via IEC 61850 standard. Lack of forecasted power-time profiles of the loads and generators was the other limitation of its test setup implementation.

Finally in [18], authors presents a flexible co-simulation environment that exploits an IoT approach. Indeed, information from IoT devices (e.g. smart meters) has feed into a real-time simulator through the publish/subscribe communication paradigm [19].

The presented literature solutions [7]–[10] have been designed and implemented to address a single use-case or scenario with specific requirements, while such co-simulation platforms should be designed to be flexible in simulating different use cases and scenarios in power grids. In addition, they should integrate Internet-of-Things (IoT) communication paradigms and protocols to provide flexibility and scalability in performing HIL and SIL co-simulations. Thus, they will be ready to enable the communication among next generation devices (e.g. Smart Meters), that will be IoT devices. On this premises, we propose a distributed infrastructure for real-time co-simulations in Smart Grids. It exploits communication paradigms peculiar of IoT platforms, to implement a flexible framework where different power grid scenarios and simulations can be executed. It includes Physical, Cyber and Environmental layers depicted in [5] providing features to perform both HIL and SIL co-simulations. In addition, it can also integrate Smart Metering Infrastructure (e.g. [20], [21]) to retrieve measurements from real devices deployed along the distribution network.

To highlight our contribution, Table I reports a comparison of our solution with the reviewed smart-grid co-simulation environments. It highlights: i) what are the simulation layers
among Physical, Cyber and Environmental that each solution integrates in the simulation environment; ii) what kind of co-simulation is performed; iii) if a Real-time simulator is used; iv) if the solution simulates single or multiple use-cases/scenarios; v) if HIL and/or SIL simulations can be performed; and vi) if the simulation environment interacts with IoT devices.

The strength of this infrastructure comes from its capability to host new different use cases, input data, or models by means of its modules in a plug-and-play fashion, with a minimum effort to change the overall setup. As an example, several distributed generations (DGs) can be integrated as either independent simulators or standalone physical generators thanks to our IoT-based architecture which is a novel contribution to the co-simulations of electric energy systems with respect to conventional setups.

### III. DISTRIBUTED INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SIMULATING SMART GRID BEHAVIOURS

In this Section, we describe the components of the proposed distributed infrastructure (see Figure 1). Then, in Section IV, we present as an example our implementation for a decentralized management of battery storage to maximize the self-sufficiency of the grid with PV generation.

As shown in Figure 1, we identify six main distributed components for the proposed infrastructure: i) Real-Time Simulator, ii) Communication Adapter, iii) Load Simulator, iv) Generation Simulator, v) Physical Devices/Systems and vi) Control and management algorithms. The rest of this Section describes each component of the proposed infrastructure in more detail.

#### A. Real-Time Simulator

The Real-Time Simulator (RTS) is in charge of reproducing the behaviour of a real electric distribution system, which is modelled as a test bed for testing and validation of new technologies, management algorithms or control strategies, through performing software in-the-loop (SIL) or hardware in-the-loop (HIL).

In SIL, an algorithm or a control strategy is tested on a real-time model of the system. In this way, validation is carried out safely, and under a variety of different scenarios which may not be all feasible or available in real world (e.g. faulty conditions). In HIL similar tests can be performed, connecting physical devices to the simulated environment.

In our proposed architecture, the real-time simulation module is mainly in charge of reproducing the distribution grid behavior from physical infrastructure perspective. In other words, physical components of the grid including generators, transformers, lines, breakers, loads, etc. are modeled in RTS, while the models which generate time-variant inputs for loads, generators, or controllable devices are made and hosted outside. The grid model can be implemented either in RSCAD, in case of using RTDS real-time simulator, or in MATLAB/Simulink, in case of using OPAL-RT real-time simulator with eMEGAsim configuration for EMT analysis.

Real-time simulation is actually simulating a system, which realistically responds to the external stimuli, as the inputs/outputs of the simulation are synchronous with the real world. Section III-B presents the Communication Adapter, which is our software solution to enable a bidirectional communication between the real-time simulator and other services and/or devices.

For instance, the requested measurements from the real-time model can be sent out through the Communication Adapter to be used by the control and management algorithm development nodes (SIL). In addition, the real-time digital simulator can communicate with real physical devices and system components (e.g. a micro-grid controller, protection automation systems, PV panels and wind turbines) through analog and digital I/O signals (HIL).

In the proposed distributed infrastructure, the RTS models the distribution system, receives inputs from external modules for single components modelling and provides the required measurements or signals to external applications. It actually provides simulation as a service.

#### B. Communication Adapter

The Communication adapter (see Figure 1) is in charge of enabling data exchange among the Real-time simulator and other infrastructure modules. It implements two communication paradigms: i) publish/subscribe [19] based on MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) protocol [22] and ii) request/response based on REST (Representational State Transfer) [23]. In particular, the publish/subscribe communication model allows the development of loosely-coupled event-based systems. As explicit dependencies between data-producer and data-consumer are removed, each module in the proposed infrastructure can publish data, which can be independently received by a number of subscribers. This also increase the scalability of the whole infrastructure [20]. The request/response approach enables the RTS in retrieving
information from REST web services, such as our Photovoltaic simulator introduced in Section IV-C.

In its core, the Communication adapter exploits the TCP/UDP module to allow a bidirectional communication with the RTS. It exploits either TCP or UDP protocols to give a full communication compatibility with the real-time simulators in the market (e.g. Opal-RT) that provide software libraries and tools to exploit these two protocols. Thus, depending on the communication requirements needed by the simulation, the Communication adapter can be configured to use either TCP or UDP. Such real-time simulators are in charge of performing hard real-time simulations respecting the predefined time-steps. However, the interaction among different modules of the overall co-simulation for most of the use-cases requires rates of exchanging data in the range of seconds to minutes, which are much higher than the latency of the communication infrastructure. This guarantees that messages are delivered in time. This module implements both server and client functionalities, in that it receives and sends data to the real-time simulation engine. Such data includes either electrical measurement from virtual meters in the grid model (e.g. voltage, current, active and reactive power) or control signals from some control and management algorithms (e.g. voltage or current signals, time-variant load or generation values and switch activation signals). The Communication adapter provides the MQTT publisher module that parses data from RTS into sequence of events before publishing to an MQTT Message broker. The Message broker keeps track of all publications and subscriptions and takes care of sending new data to subscribers. Hence, any client application (e.g. Control and management algorithms) subscribes to the Message broker for receiving an information flow according to its needs. The Communication adapter works also as subscriber. Therefore, it is able to receive commands from remote applications (e.g. Control and management algorithms and Load Simulator modules) and pushes them to the real-time simulation engine. Finally, the REST adapter is in charge of retrieving information from REST web service, even third party services, and passes the results to RTS, again through the TCP/UDP module.

The Communication adapter also translates the information from the data-format used by the software components in Figure 1 to the data-format suitable for the RTS and vice-versa. These software components exploit JSON that is an open-standard format that uses human-readable text to transmit data objects consisting of key-value pairs. It is the most common data-format used for data exchange in web environments. Whilst, the data-format for RTS must be a vector of numbers. We organized this vector also as a series of key-value pairs. The odd positions in the vector are the numeric keys while the even positions are the associated numeric values. Thus, the Communication adapter translates each key-value pair in the JSON into the equivalent numeric key-value pair in the vector and vice-versa.

In this platform, real-time simulation is performed by the digital real time simulator in which the virtual model of the grid is simulated. The overall co-simulation is in near-real-time mode as the data exchange is seldom in real-time due to communication delay of the infrastructure. To ensure synchronization, the real-time simulator is running with a shifted time stamp with respect to the real world wall-clock time.

It is worth noting that the Communication adapter allows the integration of the Real-time simulator with other smart metering infrastructure (e.g. [20], [21]), where each smart meter is an Internet-of-Things (IoT) device. Hence, data coming from such devices can be used to simulate and test innovative control strategies with (near-) real-time data from the grid. Vice-versa, each simulated grid component is also seen by other modules as an IoT device able to send information and to receive commands.

C. Load and Generation Simulators

For what concerns modelling a distribution system, besides network data such as grid topology, components characteristics and parameters and devices settings, there are some time-variant inputs which should be pushed into the running model. Theses inputs mainly include loads consumption and generators production data. As these inputs can follow different profiles based on simulation scenarios for special studies, in our distributed infrastructure, two stand-alone modules are in charge of providing such inputs, communicating with the grid real-time model.

For this purpose, the platform includes two system components for simulating the load and generation profiles: i) Load Simulator and ii) Generation Simulator.

The load simulator models electrical energy consumption of the grid, such as constant impedance, constant power and constant current, depending on the application and simulation type. Load profiles can be generated with consumer behaviour models (Figure 2) or forecasting tools.

The generation simulator is actually the virtual model of distributed generation units, such as wind farms and PV panels, and reproduces the behaviour of these generators in terms of time-variant active and reactive power. This virtual generation model is affected by environmental conditions. Thus, it implements the Environmental layer depicted by [5].

In the proposed infrastructure, both modules work as publishers to send data via MQTT protocol. These components can be replaced by a smart metering architecture to exploit (near-) real-time data coming from IoT devices deployed in the real electrical distribution network, as mentioned in Section III-B. This replacement can be done without affecting the rest of the proposed infrastructure.
D. Physical Devices/Systems

The proposed real-time co-simulation infrastructure foresees the integration with real devices exploiting two different approaches: i) Hardware in the Loop (HIL) and ii) “Smart Metering Infrastructure in-the-Loop”.

HIL refers to the simulations in which a real device (e.g. relay and PV panel) is connected to a virtual environment instead of real system (e.g. simulated grid).

As smart meters can be considered as IoT devices, our proposed architecture interconnects them with the real time simulator (as the grid virtual model) based on an IoT approach, which is different from the conventional off-the-shelf solutions used for HIL. With “Smart Metering Infrastructure in-the-Loop”, we refer to possible integration of our co-simulation framework with third-party smart metering infrastructure, such as [20], [21]. As mentioned in Section III-B, this integration can be achieved thanks to the Communication adapter. In this view, each internet-connected smart meter sends measurements to its smart metering infrastructure that can forward them to the Real-Time Simulator exploiting either MQTT or REST adapters. Thus, (near-) real-time data from the real distribution network can be used for simulating and testing new algorithms and strategies.

E. Control and Management Algorithms

Figure 3 shows how the proposed distributed simulation architecture can support decision making for development and improvement of electric distribution systems control and management, especially in emerging smart grids with considerable amount of distributed generation. The virtual model of the grid can be built and simulated in real-time thanks to the available data from real world system. Energy consumption and production profiles can be generated using collected data from the real system through simulations or forecasting tools. A variety of different control or management strategies can be then considered within this framework. The applications could include emerging methodologies in distribution systems automation, distributed and centralized state estimation processes, Volt/VAR regulation, real-time power quality monitoring for distribution, storage management (either vehicle-to-grid [24] or stationary), demand response and demand side management, outage management strategies including fault and outage location algorithms, restoration procedures, synchrophasor applications in active distribution networks, etc. Any physical prototype or off-the-shelf device (e.g. protection relay) can be also put in the loop as HIL. Real-time simulation provides real-like time-step snapshots of the system status for ex-post-analysis and application results monitoring. Parameters of the scenarios and control strategy can be tuned and modified iteratively to improve design performance.

IV. INFRASTRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the implementation of the proposed distributed infrastructure for real-time simulations in Smart Grid scenarios. A distributed storage management technique is also implemented as an example use case. The main objective of this use case is to shift existing paradigm of energy balance in MV substations towards microgrids. As shown in Figure 4, the co-simulation infrastructure consists of five main modules: i) Real-time simulator, ii) Communication adapter, iii) Load profiles module, iv) Battery management module and v) Photovoltaic simulator. Since it has been designed to be modular, each module can be replaced or updated without affecting the rest of the infrastructure. The current implementation does not include the Physical Devices module, but this can be easily integrated to feed the co-simulation engine. In addition, computers and servers, that host and run the software components of our solution, can optionally exploit the Network Time Protocol (NTP) to be synchronized. Finally, as mentioned in Section III-B and III-D, this infrastructure is ready to integrate other smart metering infrastructures (e.g. [20], [21]), where each smart meter is an IoT device that sends measurements in (near-) real-time. The rest of this section describes each module in more detail.

A. Real-Time Simulator

In this implementation, we use an Opal RT OP5600 real-time simulator with 12 cores operating at 3.46 GHz and eMEGAsim configuration aimed for electromagnetic transient (EMT) analysis. Electricity grid is modelled in Matlab Simulink using SimPowerSystem (SPS) under SimScape library. An additional library called ARTEMiS provided by Opal-RT is also used to provide fixed-step solver dedicated to complex power systems. The model is compiled using RT-LAB software and executed on the simulator. As introduced before, any application algorithm or control/management strat-
The Simulation engine is the core of PV-sim (see Figure 5). It has been designed following the microservice approach [26] composed by different software modules that provide REST web services [23] to run simulations and exchange information. Starting from the monthly Linke Turbidity Coefficients and the DSM for the area of interest, the Clear-Sky condition module provides an accurate simulation of solar radiation in urban contexts. The resulting outputs of this module are set of direct and diffuse solar radiation maps in clear-sky conditions with 15 minutes time interval. Such maps are stored in the Maps Data-store ready to be used by the other components.

Through Suitable surface identification module, PV-sim identifies also the available surfaces for deploying PV arrays on pitched rooftops excluding, for instance, dormers and chimneys.

To estimate the incident global radiation on pitched rooftops in real-sky conditions, both Direct Normal Incident radiation (DNI) and Diffuse Horizontal Incident radiation (DHI) are needed, as reported in [27]. Usually, weather stations in our city (e.g. [25]) are equipped with Global Horizontal solar radiation (GHI) sensors. To overcome this limitation, PV-Sim embeds the Solar radiation decomposition module. It integrates six solar decomposition models in literature [28]–[33] to calculate both DNI and DHI starting from GHI. Real-sky calculation module computes real-sky conditions and produces maps of incident global radiation on pitched rooftops.

Finally, the PV energy estimation module computes the generation profiles of deployable PV systems with 15 minutes time interval for each area identified by previous modules. This module integrates weather information in order to model the effects of environmental variables on PV cell efficiency. Starting from the ambient temperature $T_a$, it computes the sol-air temperature $T_{sol-air}$ that is $T_a$ plus the loss factor $k$ (see Formula (1)) [34], [35]. Then, it estimates the cell temperature by using one of the following models: i) NOCT [36], if wind speed is not provided by the nearest weather station (see Formula (2) where $\tau_a = 0.9$ as assumed by [37]) or ii) Mattei [38], if also information on wind speed are available (see Formula (3) where $\tau_a = 0.81$). Finally, the instant power $P_{out}$ is computed by Formula 5 where characteristics of some commercial PV modules are given as default values (i.e. $\alpha_p$, $\eta_{mp,STC}$, $T_{c,NOCT}$, $T_{c,STC}$, $G_{1,NOCT}$, $\alpha_{roof}$ and $h_a$). The final output of the PV energy estimation module is a GeoJSON that provides for each building information on the size of deployable PV system and the related generation profiles for the requested time interval. These final results are retrieved every 15 minutes by the real-time simulator through the Communication Adapter. It exploits the REST web services provided by the PV energy estimation module to feed the grid simulation strategy.

D. Control strategy for battery management

A distributed storage management strategy to control local energy balance in substations with high penetration of PV generation is modelled as a use case to test the implemented co-simulation architecture. The local controller reads the total amount of active power exchange in MV/LV transformers and
calculated the required amount of active power to be injected or absorbed by batteries connected on the LV side of the secondary substation. The transformer power measurement is periodically (every 15 minutes) sent to the battery controller module through MQTT protocol in our co-simulation infrastructure, and the battery power absorption or injection amount (i.e. charge or discharge respectively) is periodically pushed into the battery model inside the grid again through MQTT. In the grid simulator, batteries are modelled as dynamic loads with either positive (consumption mode) or negative (generation mode) power.

The modelled batteries are distributed stationary bulk storages connected to the LV side of the secondary substations, however the same platform can be used to simulate V2G by only changing battery models and battery control strategies.

The battery controller considers the batteries with the characteristics of lead-acid type. The control strategy is to compensate the power difference between the substation net consumption and zero as the reference value of an ideal micro-grid. Nominal power of the batteries, nominal capacity, efficiency and minimum-maximum state-of-charge (SOC) of the batteries are taken into account to calculate the right amount of charge/discharge power.

In order to create a soft transition between the battery on/off states, when the batteries reach the minimum and maximum SOC limits, the controller creates a ramp to proportionally decrease rate of charge or discharge. In this way the occurrence of a high step on the total net consumption of the substation is prevented.

V. Case Study and Results

The case study area involves an urban district where the DSM, with a resolution of 0.5 m², and the MV grid topology are available. This district is located in Northern Italy and counts about 2200 residential buildings.

The MV grid in the district (Figure 6) consists of a primary substation with three 22 kV busbars, each of which is fed by a transformer characterized by voltage ratio of 220 kV/22 kV. 43 substations are supplying loads (mainly residential buildings). These substations are equipped with a MV/LV transformer characterized by voltage ratio of 22 kV/400 V and a nominal power of 400 kVA or 250 kVA. The total length of MV lines, mostly constituted by underground cables, is around 39 km.

To evaluate the integration of PV systems and distributed storage in the district, a summer day scenario (in July) with a quite high PV production has been simulated. During summer days, in Italy, the energy consumption of residential users is lower than in winter days because residential households do not usually have air conditioning systems [39]. In addition, sunny days in summer produce more electricity from PV systems and this can be a critical situation for distribution grids. Figure 7 shows, as an example, the daily power profile for load and generation of one of the substations (204171). As previously described, the load profiles are generated based on some measurement data-sets we collected by real meters in some secondary substations. The generation profiles, instead, are produced by the photovoltaic system simulator. It exploits meteorological information retrieved by a weather station located in the urban district under analysis.

In this case study, we test the usefulness and functionality of the proposed distributed infrastructure for developing and testing distributed battery management when PV panels are installed on rooftops in the whole district area. The PV generation module does not consider grid constraints and introduces PV generation with the highest possible penetration, considering the available surface areas on the rooftops. In this case, choosing storage batteries with the right capacity, location, and charge/discharge strategy in not only beneficial but also a need.

In 9 substations, daily load and generation profiles are in such a way that the net consumption in some hours become negative. We added batteries on the LV side of the transformers in these 9 substations (positions are shown in Figure 6 with aggregated batteries) and we tested a control strategy to manage their charge/discharge profiles.

The added storage is constituted, at each substation, by...
lead-acid batteries with a total capacity of 3000 Ah. The maximum power that each storage can exchange with the grid is 50 kW, working between the limits of 10% and 100% SOC.

Based on the control strategy explained in Section IV-D, the battery behaviour in terms of power exchange with the grid can be captured as a time-variant profile. For the same substation presented in Figure 7, in Figure 8 and Figure 9 we presented the net consumption with and without storage and the storage SOC respectively. In the simulation the storage initial SOC is 50%. It initially discharges, as the net consumption in the substation is positive. When generation becomes bigger then load, the storage system charges trying to follow exactly the net consumption. At a certain point the residual power becomes negative as the maximum power of the storage is exceeded and because the SOC reaches 100%. The smooth charging/discharging profile produced by the strategy under test can be observed in Figure 9. The areas between the two curves in Figure 8 represent the energy exchanged between storage and grid during the charge/discharge cycles: as batteries efficiency is kept into account in the model, discharge areas are smaller.

Similarly to what is presented in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9, in all the substations where storage is integrated, the net consumption curves are smoothed: during the night, when the substation net consumption is positive, batteries discharge until their SOC reaches the minimum level. The storages start...
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel flexible and modular distributed infrastructure, based on real-time simulation, for multi-purpose Smart Grid studies. Hence, it is flexible in simulating different scenarios in power grids without affecting the whole infrastructure. It exploits a Communication Adapter that implements both publish/subscribe (MQTT) and request/response (REST) paradigms for communication and data exchange among the real-time simulator and different external modules. These modules can be software components, IoT devices, or other HW/SW directly connected to the real-time simulation for HIL or SIL. Both publish/subscribe and request/response are two communication models peculiar of IoT platforms, such as future Smart Metering Infrastructures. Thus, the proposed solution is also flexible i) to retrieve information in (near-) real-time from real IoT devices (i.e. smart meters) installed along the distribution network and ii) to feed strategies and models with real data during their running time.

An exemplification is presented and applied to the study of PV and storage integration in the distribution network of an urban district. The proposed example is simple but it is useful to demonstrate how the different distributed modules of the infrastructure can interact and exchange data, cooperating for obtaining the final results which is expected from an integrated co-simulation. Different load and generation scenarios can be easily fed into the whole simulation independently and also during running simulation. Storage control strategies can be tested as well without being locally integrated inside the grid model.
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